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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0108168A1] 1. Process for the renewal of a railway switch or crossing characterized in that the new railway switch or crossing is
preassembled at the workshop in at least two elements (A, B, C), if appropriate with the exception of sleepers of a length exceeding a specific
length or with the exception of end sleepers intended for the elements exceeding a specific length, in that these new elements and, if appropriate,
the separate new sleepers are transported to the site in an extra-low waggon (4), the said elements (A, B, C) being held in an inclined position, in
which they do not project beyond the prescribed gauge, in that the old switch or crossing is separated into at least two elements corresponding to
the preassembled new elements, and in that these old elements are lifted through the interior of an empty frame (10, 10', 11, 12, 13, 13', 14) of a
working waggon (1), the inside length of which is greater than the length of the elements and the inside width of which can be enlarged to a value
exceeding the maximum width of the elements, if appropriate after the dismantling of the old sleepers of a length exceeding a specific length or of
the end sleepers intended for the old elements exceeding a specific length, in that these removed old elements are transported on another extra-
low transport waggon (5) and are held in a position in which they do not project beyond the prescribed gauge, and in that the preassembled new
elements are transported above the said empty frame and lowered through this frame and are laid, if appropriate after the separate new sleepers
have been put in place.
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